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The specialist of technical aids
for deaf and hard of hearing
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Jenile International
Modern &

Design
Jenile is a French company created by a deaf person for the deaf and hard of hearing. Because deaf and hard of hearing 
people have specific needs ! So who can know their problems better than a deaf person ?

Our mission :

Conceptualize, develop and manufacture tools that are closest to the needs of the deaf, hard of hearing and visually 
impaired.

A tailor-made service

In France, Jenile representatives are available to our customers to carry out free needs assessments, demonstrations and 
quotations. We perform the installation when necessary and train our customers to use these new tools when they need 
them.

We have an after-sales service by phone, video and LSF to answer all !

In case of breakdown, 2 year warranty products are exchanged to new !

About us
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Exemples of layouts ........................

Practical Life ...................................

Warnings Devices ...........................

Doorbell Systems ............................

Safety & Security ............................

Baby surveillance & Packs...............

Summary :
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An example to layout your apartment :

Doorbell

Alarm clock

PC & Phone Call Transmitter 
Charger Base

Door Opening detector

   

  



Flash Plug
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An example to layout your house :

Baby Surveillance 
Camera

Video portal

Motion detector

Flood 
detector

Pocket
vibrator

Fixed Flash
8 Diodes

Alarm clock

    

contact@jenile.com

contact@jenile.com



PRACTICAL LIFE

The call button is used to alert a 
person that they are needed. To warn 
a person over a very long distance, 
the TLC14 is necessary, and with the 
simple push of a button, flash and 
vibrating Jenile receivers transmit 
the signal to the person equipped. 
Especially useful when a sick person 
wants to call someone in another 
room for example.

TLC13 / TLC14

Call Button /
Long-Distance Call Button
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89!99 109!99

Phone Alert Pack

379!99 PackPh

Travel Pack



This telephone and fax transmitter 
can be installed on the telephone or 
fax.
This allows the user to be notified by 
all Jenile receivers.

This alarm clock has 3 settings: 
audio, vibrating and tricolor light. This 
small portable alarm clock is very 
effective with its powerful vibrations. 
It is wireless and has a rechargeable 
battery. The "snooze" function allows 
you to repeat the alarm. To be placed 
under the pillow !

Metal hanging bracket for a 
door (doorbell theft protection) + 
doorbell + alarm clock bell receiver. 
Accessibility for all in hotel rooms 
or temporary apartment or house 
rental. An essential pack for travel, 
hospitalizations and holidays !

EMACtelf18 RL19

Acoustic Telephone / Fax 
Transmitter Alarm Clock
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130!99129!99



The light cube centralizes all the
different types of alarms with a color
code associated with each type. (4
colours - Red: emergencies; Green:
bells and call button; Blue: phone
calls, PCs, mobile phones and baby
monitoring systems; White: presence
detection). It is possible to adjust the
duration of light diffusion in order
to guarantee greater comfort for
the user. Small and stylish, it takes
up little space and is very practical.

The pocket vibrator receives all alerts
from Jenile transmitters. 4 vibration
patterns associated with 4 colors to
indicate the origin of the alert. It can
be sold alone or with its rechargeable
base. The rechargeable base of the
vibrator is a PC and a telephone
call transmitter, it has two different
outputs.         
This product is suitable for people
who are deaf and visually impaired.

Flash Cube

CBM20 199!99160!99
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Pocket Vibrator + PC and Téléphone
Call Transmitter Charger Base

349!99

WARNING DEVICES



This system groups all the alerts 
in the house and is compatible 
with all Jenile products. Each alert 
corresponds to a diode. The central 
unit is to be installed in the main 
rooms. It has a very powerful flash 
and allows you to differentiate 
between alarms: whether they come 
from a PC or a telephone call, as well 
as the same type of alarms such as 
the intercom bell and the doorbell.

Light and sound system to plug in. 
Connected to all Jenile transmitters. 
For more comfort, it contains different 
ring tones and it is also possible to 
adjust the volume. Ideal for people 
with hearing loss ! Each color 
represents an information (4 colors - 
Red: emergencies; Green: bells and 
call button; Blue: phone calls, PCs, 
cell phones and baby monitoring 
systems; White: presence detection).

Sleep in peace ! This vibrating 
cushion is placed under the pillow 
and plugged directly into the Jenile 
receivers to be talerted of everything 
that happens in the house while you 
sleep. As soon as the flash receives 
a signal, it switches on and transmits 
the alert to the vibrating cushion.

129!99 63!99390!99 FF8I14 FP19 COV15

Fixed Flash 8 Diodes Flash Plug Vibrating Cushion
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                                     VDP19

Video-portal
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The Visio-Door is mounted directly 
on the front door of an apartment 
or house. It includes a doorbell 
transmitter and a screen: the bell is 
transmitted to flash and vibrating 
receivers. A screen is installed near 
the door to see who is behind the 
door (replaces the peephole). Photo 
recorder (up to 100 photos).

189!99 VSP15

Visio-Door
DOORBELL SYSTEMS

Home Pack



This bell allows the user to be 
notified by Jenile receivers when 
a person rings the doorbell. Be 
careful, it will not trigger a ringing 
tone. Compatible for external use.

This bell allows the user to be notified 
by Jenile receivers when a person 
rings the doorbell. Be careful, it 
does not activate a ringing tone. 
Compatible for internal use.

This transmitter is installed next to 
your bell or intercom. It transmits 
a signal to Jenile's flashing and 
vibrating systems.

109!99 129!99139!99 SPE17 SP14 EMACint18 

Waterproof doorbell Doorbell Acoustic Bell and Intercom
Transmitter
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This gas detector is specially 
designed for deaf people. Equipped 
with an integrated transmitter, it 
transmits a signal to the flashing 
and vibrating receivers as soon as it 
detects a gas emission too important. 
People who are deaf or hard of 
hearing are therefore immediately 
informed of the danger thanks to 
their light receivers and vibrating via 
a red flash and a very fast vibration.

 
Gas Dectector
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SAFETY & SECURITY

Security Pack

372!99 Pack Sécu



This flood detector is specially 
designed for deaf people. Equipped 
with an integrated transmitter, it 
transmits a signal to the flash and 
vibrating receivers as soon as it 
detects a rise of the level of the 
water. People who are deaf or hard 
of hearing are therefore immediately 
informed of the danger thanks to 
their light receivers and vibrating via 
a red flash and a very fast vibration.

This motion detector detects any 
presence in its living space (indoor 
or outdoor) and transmits a signal 
to flashing and vibrating receivers. 
Thanks to this detector, you will no 
longer have to wait hours looking at 
the door to find out if a family member 
has returned, but you will also no 
longer worry about finding your 
young child outside or your broken-in 
apartment when you get up !

This detector is installed on the frame 
of a door. It allows the user to be 
warned by flashing and vibrating 
receivers when the door opens. It 
is very useful to avoid the surprise 
caused by the intrusion of a person 
into your workspace or living space 
that you had not heard entering.

89!99DDM14 DOF13

Flood Detector Motion Detector Door Opening Detector
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89!

179!14

Baby cry detector, connected to the 
flashing and vibrating Jenile warning 
devices. Our new version allows you 
to be alerted when baby cries for 
more than five seconds. This version 
thus avoids unwanted alerts.

Our new connected baby surveillance 
camera is available on our website 
www.jenile.com.

99!99 DBC16

Baby cry detector Connected and Vibrating
Baby Surveillance Camera

BBC18

BABY SURVEILLANCE

Baby Pack

PackBB



89!

179!

Hospital Pack Hotel / Senior Pack
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Maternity Pack Enterprise Pack

ENTERPRISE &
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Pack Hptl

Pack Mat

530!99

914!68

Pack Htl / Pack Snr

PACKentrp495!74

393!51



jenile-international
Monday to Friday :
10am -12:30pm
2pm - 6pm

contact@jenile.com Jenile International
Bâtiment A Porte 4C 
40 boulevard de Nesles
77420 Champs sur Marne
France

SIRET: 803736875 00011

33 (0)1.60.05.10.21

www.jenile.com


